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ABSTRACT 
Two easily computable sequences of bounds on the subdominant modulus of an 
eigenvahre of a square nonnegative matrix are obtained. In particular it is shown that 
the sequences converge to the subdominant modulus. A sequence of bounds generated 
by a method of Brauer (1971) turns out to be a subsequence of one of our sequences. 
Thus, our results imply the convergence of Brauer’s sequence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Hoffman [3], Brauer [2], and Rothblum and Tan [6] use the following 
method to obtain bounds on the subdominant modulus of an eigenvalue of an 
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irreducible nonnegative matrix B when its spectral radius and a correspond- 
ing positive eigenvector are given. First, from each column of the matrix, one 
deducts the maximal scalar multiple of the eigenvector so that nonnegativity 
is preserved. Then the spectral radius of the resulting matrix (which is easy to 
compute, since the corresponding eigenvector remains the original one) gives 
a desired bound. We apply this method on powers of a given matrix to obtain 
a sequence of bounds on the subdominant modulus of an eigenvalue of the 
original matrix and show that the resulting sequence converges to the sub 
dominant modulus. Moreover, the convergence is monotonic on the subse- 
quence corresponding to B, B2, B4, B8, B16,. . . . This subsequence is shown 
to coincide with a sequence of bounds generated by an iterative method of 
Brauer [2]. Corresponding results are obtained when from each column of the 
matrix one deducts the minimal scalar multiple of the positive eigenvector so 
that the resulting matrix is nonpositive. 
An extensive survey on bounds on the second largest modulus of an 
eigenvalue of a nonnegative matrix can be found in [6] where a unified 
method for generating bounds is given and is shown to produce or improve 
on most bounds that have appeared in the literature. The iterative methods 
developed here for generating bounds have two important virtues. First, they 
are very simple to implement computationally. Second, the generated se- 
quence of bounds becomes tight (as it converges to the number one wishes to 
approximate). 
We recall that the subdominant modulus of an eigenvalue of a corre- 
sponding irreducible, nonnegative matrix determines the geometric conver- 
gence rate of its normalized powers to a limit (e.g., [6]). Since our method 
requires the computation of the powers of the matrix, we are, in fact, 
computing the elements of a sequence in the process of obtaining bounds on 
its convergence rate. Moreover, taking powers of a matrix is expensive from a 
numerical point of view. Thus, we expect that computing the corresponding 
bounds for powers of a given matrix will not be efficient numerically. Of 
course, one might possibly be able to combine techniques from numerical 
analysis with our results to obtain efficient computational methods. 
After introducing some notational conventions in Section 2, we state our 
main result in Section 3 and prove them in Section 5. The methods we use 
are illustrated on an example in Section 4. 
2. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 
We continue by introducing some notational conventions. The spectrum 
of an S x S matrix A will be denoted a( A), and its spectral radius will be 
denoted p(A); in particular p(A)=max{(X]:X~a(A)}. Also, ]\A]] will 
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denote the Z,-operutor norm of A, i.e., ]]A]] = max,,l,,,,,sC~=IIAijl. A matrix 
A is called nonnegative or positive, written A > 0 or A * 0, if all of its 
elements are nonnegative or positive, respectively. A matrix A is called 
semipositive, written A > 0, if A >, 0 and A # 0. These definitions will also 
apply to vectors in the natural way. 
Let I3 E RSXS be nonnegative. The matrix B is called irreducible if for 
some integer N > 0, Cy=,Bj P 0, and irreducible and aperiodic if for some 
integer N > 0, BN S- 0. The Perron-Frobenius theorem (e.g., [l]) assures that 
p(B) E a(B) and that B has semipositive left and right eigenvectors corre- 
sponding to p(B). Moreover if B is irreducible, then B has positive left and 
right eigenvectors corresponding to p(B). Next, we define the subdominant 
modulus of an eigenvalue of B, denoted i(B), to be max{ ]h] : X E a(B) \ 
{p(B)}}. This q uantity is known to determine the convergence rate of 
iterative processes based on the matrix B (see [6]). Thus, bounds on c(B) 
determine bounds on the corresponding convergence rate. An extensive 
survey on the literature which examines such bounds can be found in [6]. 
The following lemma is key to our development. It shows how the 
spectrum of a square matrix is affected by certain transfomrations (see [2]). 
LEMMA 1. Let A E Rsxs, and let w be a right eigenvector of A corre- 
sponding to the eigenvalue A. Then for every vector a E R” 
a(A-war)~(a(A)\{h})~{h-arw}. (1) 
Proof. As (A - wa*)w = hw - (a*w)w = (A - a*w)w, we have that 
X - a*w E u(A - we*). Also, if y # X is in u(A) and z is a left eigenvector 
of A corresponding to y, then yz*w = (zTA)w = z*(Aw) = X.z*w, implying 
F; “*z~;O. Hence, z*(A - wa*) = yz* - (z*w)a = yzT, assuring that y E 
n 
3. APPROXIMATING THE SUBDOMINANT MODULUS OF AN 
EIGENVALUE 
Throughout the remainder of this paper we assume that B is an S x S 
nonnegative matrix and that a positive right eigenvector w of B correspond- 
ing to p(B) is given.’ We next use Lemma 1 to obtain bounds on f(B) in 
‘We note that when B does not have a positive right eigenvector corresponding to p(B), 
then necessarily B is reducible. In this case the diagonal submatrices of B corresponding to the 
classes of B can be examined separately. 
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terms of p(B) and w. The result first appeared in Hoffman [3] and was later 
obtained independently by Brauer [2]. It is included here for the sake of 
completeness. 
LEMMA 2. Let b E RS. Then 
t’(B) < P@ - wb=), (2) 
and equality holds in (2) if bTw = p(B). Moreover, if B - wbT > 0, then 
t(B) < p( B - wb’) = P(B) - b=w. (3) 
Also, ifB-wb=<O, then 
c(B) < p( B - wb=) = b=w - p(B). (4 
Proof. The inequality (2) follows immediately from Lemma 1. Also, 
Lemma 1 shows that if bTw = p(B), then u( B - wbT) = [a(B) \ p(B)] U {0}, 
immediately implying that in this case p( B - wbT) = E(B). We next observe 
that(B-wbT)w=Bw-(b=w)w=[p(B)-b=w]w.Hence,if B-wb’>O, 
a standard result concerning nonnegative matrices (e.g., [l, Corollary 2.1.121) 
implies that since w * 0, we have that p( B - wbT) = p(B) - bTw. Similarly, 
if B-wbT<O then wbT-B>O; thus, as (wbT-B)w=[bTw-p(B)]w, 
we have that p( B - wbT) = p( wbT - B) = bTw - p(B). n 
For b E RS, B - wbT > 0 if and only if for i, j = 1,. . . , S, wibj < Bij. 
Thus, in this case, the tightest bound on E(B) given by the right-hand side of 
(3) is obtained by selecting b = b( B, w), where 
b( B, w)j = min w,rlBij, j=l >..*, S. 
l<i<S 
(5) 
Under this selection of b, p(B - wbT) = p(B) - bTw (see Lemma 2) will be 
denoted +( B, w), i.e., 
F(B,W)=P(B)- j$l( lT;‘:sWt’lBij)Wj. . . 
Similarly, the tightest bound on t(B) given by the right-hand side of (4) 
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when B - wbT G 0 is obtained by selecting b = b( B, w), where 
_b(B, W)j= max Wi-lBij, j=l ,*..> S, 
l<isS 
(7) 
and the corresponding bound will be denoted I( B, w), i.e., 
_7(B, W)= j$l( l~t~sw~lBij)wjpp(B)' 
. \ 
(8) 
We note that $(B, w) and ?(B, w) can be computed from B and w 
without the explicit use of p(B). To compute F(T(B, w), determine b( B, w) 
from (5) and observe that 
[R-w~(B,W)T]w=[p(R)-qA,w)Tw]w=~t~++. (9) 
Thus, [B - wb(B, w)~] w is proportional to w, and the proportion coefficient 
is f(B, w). In particular, for i = 1,. . . , S 
f((B, w) = 
([B-w6(B,W)T]W)i 
wi 
00) 
Similarly, [B - w_b( B, w)~] w is proportional to w and - I( B, w) is the 
proportion coefficient. Thus, for i = 1,. . . , S 
@,w) = - 
([B- wb(R,w)T]w) i 
wi 
(11) 
We next state our main result. It asserts that by taking roots of the above 
bounds applied to corresponding powers of B, one gets a sequence of bounds 
on t(B) which converges to t(B). (Of course, w is a right eigenvector of all 
powers of B with respect to their spectral radius.) The proof is deferred to 
Section 5. 
THEOREM 1. For k = 1 2 , ,.‘., 
E(B) < f(P, W)? (12) 
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Moreover, the limit of the sequence { T( B k, w)‘jk } as k -+ CC exists and 
03) 
Furthermore, the subsequence { T( B2’, w)l12’ } is monotonically decreasing. 
Finally, the same results hold with 7 replacing 7: 
We notice that (13) resembles a convergence of bounds on [( B) which 
use powers of B given in [6, Theorem 3.31. 
We next demonstrate, by an example, that in general the sequence 
r( B, w)‘lk is not monotonically decreasing (though Theorem 1 asserts that a 
specific subsequence of this sequence is). For 0 < (Y < 1, let 
Evidently, p(P) = 1, Pe = e for e = (l,l, l)r, and 
I 
0 0 1 
p2’ l-a 0 (Y 
a(1 - CI) 1-o (Y2 I 
and 
i 
1-a 0 
p3’ a((l-a) 1-o ,4 
c?(l--OL) (Y(l--(Y) l-(Y+t3 I 
SO&(P,~)=(O,O,O)~, b(P2,e)=(0,0,a2)r,andb(P3,e)=((u2(1-~),0,~2). 
Thus, T(P2, e) = 1, T(P2, e) = 1 - e2, and T(P3, e) = 
1 - a2(1 - a) - o2 = (1 - ar)(l+ cy - 02). It follows that ?(P2, e)1’2 < 
T(P3, e) ‘I3 whenever l/a < LY < 1. 
Brauer [2] suggested the generation of a monotonically decreasing se- 
quence of bounds on t(B). To see how this sequence is determined, we 
define a sequence of S X S matrices {B(q)} by letting B(1) = B and for 
q = 1,2 ) . . . 
B(q+l)= [B(q)-w6(B(q),w)T]2. (14) 
Of course, in order to use this recursive formula one has to argue that for 
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q=1,2 ,..*> B(q) >, 0 and that w is a (positive) right eigenvector of B(q) 
corresponding to p( B( q)). This assertion is trite for q = 1. Also, if it holds for 
q, then the definition of 6(. ;) assures that B(q) - w&(B(q), u;)~ is non- 
negative and therefore, by (14) so is B( q + 1). Also, by (9), 
B(q + 1)w = [B(q) - wb(B(q), wyyw = [f(B(q), w>yw, 
and therefore a standard result concerning nonnegative matrices (e.g., 11, 
Corollary 2.1.121) implies that p(B(q+ 1)) = ?(B(q), w)’ and that w is a 
(positive) right eigenvector of B( q + 1) corresponding to p(B(q + 1)). Brauer’s 
sequence is the sequence F(B(q), w) 1/2q Our second result asserts that this . 
sequence is a subsequence of { 5( Bk, w)‘jk}. The proof is also deferred to 
Section 5. 
THEOREM 2. Let B(1) = B and B(2), B(3), . . . be defined recursively by 
(14). Then fir q = 0, 1, . . . 
f((B(q + l), w) = F(B2”, w) < 5(B)2y. (15) 
In particular, the sequence { F( B(q), w)‘/~“} is decreasing and 
hm F(B(q),w)1’2”=t(B). 
q-m 
06) 
We note without further details that one can get a representation of 
E( B 24, w ) similar to the one obtained in (15) for F( B “, w ). 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
Let 
As Be = 10e for e = (l,l, l)r, we have that for k = 1,2,. . . , p(Bk) = 10k, and 
e is a corresponding right eigenvector. Straightforward computation yields 
the results summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Also, as (trivially) 
o(B-e&(B,e)T)= {2,2-‘(1+&),2-‘(l-&)}, 
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k Bk 
TABLE 1 
&( Bk, e)7 Bk - eb( Bk, e)?‘ 7( Bk, e)‘jk 
(2,3,3) 2 
(28,36,33) 3”’ = 1.732 
(2918,3705,3369) i 
8 0 0 
0 5 3 ) 8”’ = 1.682 
3 3 2 
TABLE 2 
4 B(q) i;(B(q),e)’ B(q)=e&(B(q),e)?‘ T(B(q),e)“” 
(2,3,3) 
(l,O,O) 
(l>O,O) 
(9,0,0) 
2 
3”’ = 1.732 
81’4 = 1.682 
55”H = 1.650 
we have from Lemma 2 that 
.@)=#I-&(B,e)r)=2-‘(l+fi)=1.618. 
5. PROOFS 
We will only establish the parts of Theorem 1 that concern 7, as the parts 
that concern 1 follow from similar arguments. Our proof will use two 
auxiliary lemmas. The first summarizes some properties of b(. , .) and F(. , . ). 
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LEMMA 3. For b E RS, 
B-wbT>O ifandonlyif b,<@B,w). 
In particular fir b satisfying the equivalent conditions of (17), 
,g( B) - bTw > +(B, w) 
with equality holding if am! only if b = 6( B, w ). Also, 
t(B) SG +(B, w) 
69 
(17) 
08) 
09) 
and 
[B-w6(B,~)~]w=~(B,w)w. (20) 
Finally, for r, s = 1,2,. . . , 
f( B’+“, w) < [ T( B’, w)] [ T( B”, w)] . (21) 
Proof. The definition of 6( B, w) directly implies the equivalence of the 
conditions in (17). Also, if b Q b( B, w), then the positivity of w implies that 
bTw < &( B, W)~W with equality holding if and only if b = b(B, w), i.e., 
p(B) - bTw > p(B) - &B, W)~W = +( B, w) with equality holding if and only 
if b = 6( B, w). Next, as B - u&B, w)~ > 0, Lemma 2 implies (19). Also, 
trivially, 
[B-u~&(B,w)~]w=p(B)w- [6(B,w)‘w]w=7(B,w)w, 
establishing (20). Next, let bk = 6( Bk, w) for k = 1,2,. . . , and let p e p(B). 
As 
B r+s- w[(b’)TB”+pr(b”)T - (b’)Tw(b”)‘] 
= [B’-w(br)T][Bp-w(bS)T] 20, 
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we have from (18) (applied to B’+‘) that 
q$r+s,w) <p(Br+“) - [(b’)‘B”+p’(b”)T-(br)TW(b”)T]w 
establishing (21). n 
By the Perron-Frobenius theorem (see Section 2), B has a semipositive 
eigenvector corresponding to its spectral radius. Throughout the rest of this 
section let u be such an eigenvector satisfying the normalization condition 
uTw = 1 (this is possible because w + 0). 
We next consider bounds on t(B) by applying Lemma 2 to vectors which 
are proportional to u. We will see that these bounds are never better than 
T( B, w). However, we will use them to establish the desired convergence 
properties stated in Theorem 1. 
For p E R, B - w(puT) > 0 if and only if for all i, j = 1,. . . , S, pwiuj < 
Bij. Thus, the tightest bound on E(B) given by the right-hand side of (3) for 
vectors b which are proportional to u is obtained by selecting b = 
p< B, w, u)u, where 
p( B, w, u) = min w,~‘u~‘B,~. (22) 
l<i,j<S 
u, > 0 
Under this selection of b, p(B - wbT) = p(B) - bTw (see Lemma 2) will be 
denoted p( B, w, u), i.e., 
,G(B,w,u)=p(B)-~(B,w,u)~~w=p(B)-ff(BB,w,u). (23) 
The following lemma summarizes some properties of p< B, w, u) and 
I(& w, u). 
LEMMAS. Forp~R, 
B-j3wuT>0 ifandonlyif p<f$B,w,u). (24) 
In particular, for /? satisfying the equivalent conditions of (24), 
p(B)-paP(B,w,u). (25) 
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and 
[B-wuTp7B,w,u)]w=ji(B,w,u)w. (27) 
Finully, for T, s = 1,2,. , . 
,ii( B’+“, WA) < [CL(B’, w, u)] [dB”> ~9 u)]+ (28) 
Proof. The definition of p< B, , u) directly implies the equivalence of the 
conditions in (24). Also, if /3 < fi( B, w, u), then p(B) - j? 2 p(B) - puTw > 
p(B) - P(B, w, u) = F(B, w, u) establishing (25). Next, as B - 
p( B, w, u)wuT > 0, Lemma 3 implies that T( B, w) < p(B) - p< B, w, u)u’w 
= ,ii(B, w, u), establishing the second inequality in (26). The first inequality 
in (26) was established in Lemma 3. Next, clearly, 
establishing (27). Finally, let pk = /?( Bk, w, u) for k = 1,2,. . . , and let p = 
p(B). As 
we have from (25) (applied to BrtS) that 
=(p’-P,)(P”-P,)= [~(B’,w.u)l[~(B”,w,u)l, 
establishing (28). 
We are now ready for the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Applying (26) to B k, we have that 
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establishing (12). In order to establish the asserted convergences in (13), it 
remains to show that limsup, _ o. p( Bk, W, u)llk = t(B). Let p 3 p(B), j?z 
@(B, w, u), and C = B - pwu T. As urpw = p, we have from Lemma 2 that 
p(C) = t(B). Also, as Bw = pw and uTB = pd, a simple inductive argument 
shows that Ck = Bk - pkwuT. 
Let a=min{wiuj:i,j=l,..., S,ui>O).Evidently,fori,j=l ,..., S,if 
uj > 0, then 
and if uj = 0 then ( WU~)~ j = wiuj = 0, assuring that 
It follows that 
Bk - (pk - a -‘~(Ck~l)wuT= Ck + cY-‘I(Ck~(mT>/ 0, 
and therefore, by Lemma 4, 
,ii(Bk,w,u)<p(Bk) -(pk---lllCkll) =~-‘IICkb (2% 
By the spectral-radius formula (e.g., [5, p. 98]), the limit of ]]Ck]]l/k exists 
and equals p(C) = t(B). Thus, we conclude from (29) that 
bmsupF(Bk, W, U)l’k < limsuP(~~‘lICkIl)l’k 
k-a, k-co 
= hmsup]]Ck]]“k = p(C) =4(R), 
k+m 
completing the proof of (13). Finally, observe that (21) implies that for 
k = 1,2, . . . , F( B2k, w) < ?(Bk, w)~ and therefore f(Bzk, w)I/~~ 6 
f(Bk, w) . Ilk This immediately implies that the sequence { ?( B2’, w)I/~“} is 
monotonically decreasing. n 
We note that the established convergence of the sequences { 7( Bk, w)“~ } 
and {P(Bk, w, zr) Ilk also follows directly from (21) and (28), respectively, > 
and the well-known fact that a sequence { f(k)} satisfying the functional 
inequality f( r t s) < f( r)f(s) converges (e.g., [4, p. 271). 
We next establish Theorem 2. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. We first show that for q = 1,2,. . . , there exists a 
vector b(q) E RS such that 
B(q) = B2”- wb(q)T (30) 
This result is trivial for q = 1 [with b(l) = 01. Next assume that it holds for q, 
and consider q + 1. By (14) and the induction hypothesis 
WI +1) = [B(q) - wwqq), W)T]2* 
= ( B2”-w[h(q)T+b(B(q),w)T])2 
Thus, with c(q) = b(q)+ @B(q), w), 
As B2”w = P(B)~“w, we conclude that B(q + 1) = B2’+‘- wb(q + l)‘, where 
thereby completing the inductive proof of (30). 
Next, let q = 1,2,. . . be given. As B(q) > 0 and w is a (positive) right 
eigenvector of B(q) corresponding to p(B(q)), it follows immediately from 
(30) and the definition of 6(. , w) that &B(q),w) = b( B2’, w) - b(q) and 
therefore 
f@(q)> w) = &(d - w@(q), w,‘) 
establishing the equality in (15). Next, the inequality in (15) follows im- 
mediately by applying (19) to B2” and using the fact that E( B2”) = [( B)2”. 
Finally, the monotonicity and convergence of the sequence { F( B( q), w)~/~‘} 
follows directly from (15) and the results of Theorem 1. n 
6. COMPUTATION 
For q = 1,2,. . . , f( B2’, w)1/2q = ?( B(q), w)1/24 can be computed in two 
ways. The first amounts to computing 
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B24, 6(B2’,W), p(B2”-wqB2q,W)T), 
and the 2qth root of the last expression, while the second amounts to 
computing 
B(q), E4B(9),4, P(B(9) - w3(9)4~)7 
and the 24th root of the last expression. The successive computation of B(9) 
requires 9 squarings of S X S matrices and the determination of 
@B(l), w), . *. , b(B(9 - l), w), while computing B2” requires only 9 squar- 
ings of the S X S matrices B, B 2,. . . , Bzqm . On the other hand, the example 
in Section 4 demonstrates that for 9 = 1,2,. . . , B(9) - w&B(9), ~)r has 
more zero elements than does B2’, and therefore squaring B(9) - 
w&B(q), w)r requires fewer arithmetic operations than squaring B2”. This 
advantage is noticeable only for small matrices. Moreover, when a computer 
is used, remembering the locations of the zero elements will offset the above 
advantage. We also note that a priori one cannot know whether F( B2”, w) or 
I@‘“, w) is a better bound. Thus, it makes sense to compute both. 
We note that in order to avoid large numbers one can normalize the 
matrix B and consider p(B)-‘B. Of course, [(p(B))‘B) = p(B)-‘t(B). Also, 
as t( BT) = t(B), one can use the methods of this paper on BT to get bounds 
on t(B), which are usually different from those derived for B directly. 
Another method to derive bounds on t(B) is to scale the matrix B by 
replacing it with D-‘BD, where D is an S X S diagonal matrix having 
positive diagonal elements. As a(B) = a( D- ‘BD) we have that E(B) = 
&D- ‘BD). Th e next lemma shows that if the methods of this paper are 
applied to D- ‘BD with its positive right eigenvector D- ‘w, the resulting 
bounds are invariant under the choice of D. This is in contrast with bounds 
on t(B) given in [6], where different scalings can result different bounds. 
LEMMAS. Let D E RSx ’ be a diagonal matrix having positive diagonal 
elements. Then F(D-‘BD, D-‘w) = F(B, w) and x(DPIBD, DP’w) = 
T(B, w). 
Proof. Evidently, for a E RS, B - war>, 0 if and only if D-IBD - 
D-‘w(D~)~ >, 0. Thus, it follows from two applications of Lemma 3 that 
D&B, w) = $(D-‘BD, D-‘w), implying that F(D-‘BD, DP1w) = 
p(D-‘BD) - &(D-‘BD, D-‘~)~D-~~ = p(~) - &(B, w)T~~-l~ = F(B, w). 
Similar arguments establish that ?(D-‘BD, D-‘w) = T( B, w). n 
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If D is diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are wi,. . . , ws, we have 
that D-‘w=e=(l,..., 1)r is a positive right eigenvector of D-‘BD. In this 
case the computation of b(D-‘BD, D-‘w) = b(D-‘BD, e) by (5) and that 
of F(D-lBD, e) by (6) simplify. 
Looking at the sequence {7(&q), w)““} generated by Brauer’s method, 
we see that an improvement of the bounds from iteration 9 to 9 + 1 occurs 
only if B(9 + 1) has a positive column. If this is not the case, then @B(q), w) 
= 0 and B(9 + 1) = B( 
do not improve during 4 
)2. It follows from Seneta [7, p. 581 that if the bounds 
log,( S2 - 2S + 2)] successive iterations starting with 
iteration 9, then B(9) is either reducible or periodic, and therefore for all 
future iterations B( *) will have no positive column and the bounds will not 
improve. We conclude from Theorem 2 that if b(B2”, w) = 0 for 
[log,(S2- 2s +2)] successive iterations, then no further improvements of 
the bounds r( B2’, w) will occur, and therefore this situation indicates finite 
convergence [to t(B)]. 
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